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ABSTRACT: Polymer blending allows for new materials to be designed with unique properties. Here, blends of linear low density poly-

ethylene (PE) and oxidized polyethylene (OPE) have been prepared. PE/OPE blends are characterized for their molten state properties

by thermal analysis and rheology; the solid state properties are studied by scattering, diffraction, and tensile testing. Melt miscibility

was confirmed by a negative Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (v � 22.3) from Hoffman-Weeks plots. Additionally, a continuous

decrease in melting temperature (from 123 to 119 8C) and thermal stability of blends (25% weight loss from 454 to 416 8C) was

observed with increasing OPE loading from 0 to 50 wt %. Time-temperature master curves revealed the shifting of the glassy region

to higher frequencies and formation of relaxed polymer chains in the glassy region. A plasticization effect was observed with zero

shear viscosity of the blends decreasing with increasing OPE loading. Finally, a decrease in lamellar thickness of PE (from 180 to 140

Å) with increasing OPE resulted in increasing the blends’ brittleness. VC 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2016, 133, 43521.
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer blending is an economical way of designing new materi-

als with unique properties, such as high impact strength by lever-

aging the interactions between similar and dissimilar polymer

chains. The estimated consumption of polymer blends is more

than 35% of the total polymer consumption around the world

and is continuing to increase.1 The properties of pure polymers

are important in predicting the resultant blend properties. There-

fore, generating new structure-property relationships between

pure polymers and their blends can lead to new high performance

materials.1,2 In general, the bulk properties of blends depend on

its phase morphology and interfacial structures.

Polymer blends are categorized as immiscible, miscible, or par-

tially miscible. In immiscible blends, one polymer can form a dis-

crete phase dispersed in the other polymer whereas in miscible

blends, a single phase is observed. Also, partially miscible blend

can exhibit a single phase or multiple phases.3 Owing to the high

molecular weight and small entropy of mixing, polymer blends

usually exhibit immiscibility.4 Examples of commercial immisci-

ble blends include polystyrene with butadiene to produce high

impact polystyrene5 or poly(ethylene terephthalate) with poly(vi-

nyl alcohol) for beverage bottles with better barrier properties.6

Conversely, a small number of polymers shows miscibility when

blended, such as polystyrene with poly(phenylene oxide),7 poly

(vinyl chloride) with polycaprolactone,8 and poly(vinylidene fluo-

ride) with poly(methyl methacrylate).9,10 Usually, the miscibility

is observed when mixing polymers leads to molecular ordering.

For example, when polystyrene is blended with poly(phenylene

oxide), the phenyl rings in both polymers overlap due to p-p
interactions creating miscible blends.7

Polyolefins are used in packaging films,11–15 but due to their

nonpolar nature, exhibit poor printability and dye-ability.16 Pol-

yolefin blends with thermoplastics can create new materials that

impart polarity in polyolefins by mixing, allowing for dispersing

fillers, such as talc, carbon black, and graphene.16 Introducing a

small amount of polar groups onto the polymer backbone dur-

ing polymerization17 or via post-polymerization process18 can

overcome the nonpolar nature of polyolefins, but costs increase
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substantially. On the other hand, blending polyolefin, such as

linear low density polyethylene (PE), with another polar poly-

mer to prepare miscible blends can impart polarity in the blend

matrix.

Oxidized polyethylene (OPE), commonly known as polymer

wax, is often used as a processing aid19,20 or biodegradable PE.21

The OPE is synthesized by oxidizing PE by thermal,22 radia-

tion,23 or chemical methods.24 The oxidation process breaks the

polymer chains into segments of small molecular weight while

introducing polar groups (e.g., acidic and ester groups) at the

chain ends and along the chains.25,26 OPE is weaker and more

brittle than PE, but when mixed with PE, it can ease processing

by decreasing viscosity. Durmus et al.25 used OPE as a compati-

bilizer in PE/clay nanocomposites and compared the properties

of OPE compatibilized nanocomposites with conventional PE-

grafted-maleic anhydride compatibilized nanocomposites. They

reported �120% reduction in oxygen permeability in the OPE

compatibilized nanocomposites at 15 wt % OPE loading, which

was attributed to increased exfoliation of clay. Also, OPE compa-

tibilized nanocomposites improved barrier properties and low-

ered the clay aspect ratio.27 Thus, PE/OPE blends show potential

for packaging applications. However, a more detailed under-

standing of the interactions of OPE with PE is needed to engi-

neer properties to create new products.

In this work, a comprehensive study of PE/OPE blends prepared

by solution blending is reported. The miscibility of the blend

was determined by the Flory-Huggins parameter. The rheologi-

cal, mechanical, thermal and morphological properties of the

blends were characterized. Finally, the molecular morphology

was correlated with the macroscopic properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) with molecular weight

of 3.6 3 106 g/mol (determined via gel permeation chromatog-

raphy) and bulk density of 0.97 g/cm3 was purchased from

Aldrich (428078, lot#07730MEV). Oxidized polyethylene (OPE)

with an acid number of 7 and density of 0.94 g/cm3 (molecular

weight � 1 3 103 g/mol) was supplied by Marcus Oil and

Chemicals (Texas). The Newtonian viscosity of LLDPE at 160

8C is 1 3 104 Pa-s, and that of OPE at 145 8C is 0.02 Pa-s (vis-

cosity versus temperature is provided in supporting informa-

tion). The solvent p-xylene (purity � 99%, Sigma Aldrich,

134449) was used as received.

Preparation of Blends

PE and OPE at various compositions were dispersed in p-xylene

(10 wt % solution) at 120 8C for two h. After the formation of

homogenous and transparent solution, the solution was drop

cast on a heated glass plate at 120 8C, and the solvent evapo-

rated at that temperature for 2 h. The complete solvent removal

was achieved by drying in a fume hood at ambient conditions

for 24 h followed by drying for 5 h at 80 8C in a convection

oven. The samples were further vacuum dried overnight. The

complete solvent removal was confirmed by running thermal

scans in a differential scanning calorimeter where no solvent

evaporation peak was observed. The dried samples were cut

into pieces 3-5 mm wide, heated at 160 8C for 10 min and hot

pressed for 3 min under 5000 kPa pressure to prepare circular

discs (thickness � 1 2 1.3 mm and diameter � 25 mm) for

rheological testing. Similarly, thin films (100 2 200 lm) were

prepared for mechanical and scattering testing by the same

method using more dilute solutions of PE and OPE in p-xylene

and drop casting in a petri dish at 120 8C and following the

same drying process.

Characterization

The thermal transitions of the blends were investigated using

DSC (TA Instruments Q20). About 5-10 mg sample was heated

under nitrogen flow (20 mL/min) at 10 8C/min from RT to 160

8C, isothermally heated for 3 min to remove any previous ther-

mal history, and cooled at 10 8C/min to room temperature in

order to record the crystallization temperature, Tc. The melting

temperature, Tm was determined from the second heating ramp

at 10 8C/min from room temperature to 160 8C. For the deter-

mination of equilibrium melting point, after removing thermal

history, the sample was rapidly cooled to a fixed Tc at a rapid

rate of 60 8C/min to avoid premature crystallization, kept at Tc

for 30 min, cooled to room temperature at 10 8C/min, and

finally heated above the melting point at 10 8C/min to record

the apparent melting associated with each Tc.

Thermal stability of the blends was determined by, TGA (TA

Instruments Q50). Approximately, 10-20 mg of the sample was

loaded in TGA sampling pan, heated from room temperature to

650 8C at 20 8C/min under nitrogen flow (60 mL/min).

The rheological properties of the pure and blend samples were

studied using TA Instruments AR-G2 rheometer equipped with

a 20 mm parallel plate. Time sweeps were conducted at 160 8C

at 1% strain and 1 rad/s angular frequency. For time sweep, the

samples were carefully loaded so that less than 80 s elapsed

before data collection began. Samples were equilibrated at 180

8C for 2 min followed by 5 seconds at 160 8C under static con-

ditions, pressed between the plates. The blends were subjected

to time sweep experiments for 60 min. The linear viscoelastic

region was determined by running stress sweep at each tempera-

ture at 1 Hz. The time-temperature superimposed master curves

were constructed by conducting frequency sweeps at each tem-

perature within the linear viscoelastic range using the horizontal

shift factors.

The mechanical properties of blend films were determined fol-

lowing ASTM D882, using ARES-G2 (TA) extensional rheome-

ter with Film & Fiber tool. Measurements were carried at room

temperature under a speed of 0.0167 mm/s using thin rectangu-

lar samples �10 mm long and �5 mm wide, stretched at

0.166 mm/s21 at room temperature. The reported mechanical

properties are the average of 5 samples.

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and wide angle X-ray scat-

tering (WAXS) experiments were performed at the X-ray Scien-

ces Division, beamline 12-ID-B, at the Advanced Photon Source

at Argonne National Laboratory. Details of the measurement

procedure and the temperature and humidity control can be

found elsewhere.28,29 Wide angle X-ray diffraction (XRD) was

performed using a Phillips PW 3040/60 spectrometer using
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CuKa radiation at a scan rate of 0.02 8C/s. The samples for

SAXS, WAXS, and XRD were prepared following procedure

similar to that used for mechanical testing samples.

Fourier Transformed infrared (FTIR) spectra (32 scans at

4 cm21 resolution) were collected using a Nicolet FTIR with

ATR. The FTIR spectra were taken from 5 different spots on

thin films and averaged.

The micro-images of the blends were obtained using JEOL-

JSM-7000F field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-

SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 3 KV. The blends were cryo-

fractured in liquid nitrogen and spur coated with gold for 1-1.5

min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Miscibility, Phase Behavior, and Thermal Properties

Monitoring chemical bonds via FTIR spectroscopy provided the

first qualitiative measure of the interactions between PE and

OPE. Neat OPE showed specific vibrations originating from var-

ious O-containing groups [Figure 1(a)]. In the carbonyl range

(1600 2 1800 cm21), symmetrical C@O stretching was observed

at �1715 2 1780 cm21, including the ketonic stretching at

1715 cm21, C@O stretch in esters at �1740 cm21, and carbox-

ylic acid C@O stretch at �1780 cm21. The region in the fre-

quency range of 1400 2 1500 cm21 was attributed to the

combination of symmetric carboxylate stretch and CAH

mode.30 CH2- stretching was observed at 1470 and 1460 cm21.

CAH rocking absorption appeared at 1380 cm21 and CAO

stretch in tertiary alcohols observed at �1150 cm21. Thus, OPE

structure contained carbonyl C@O and ketonic C@O along

with alcoholic CAO groups. The spectral regions of OPE were

consistent with the structure of OPE reported elsewhere.25

The spectra of neat PE and PE/OPE blends were also obtained

at various compositions [Figure 1(b)]. Since neat PE does not

contain oxygen, no change in transmission was observed in the

carbonyl region. Increasing the OPE concentration decreased

the IR-transmission through the carbonyl peaks (at 1715 and

1740 cm21) in the blends, which is consistent with the location

of the OPE functional groups. Averaging over 5 spots across the

films, no changes in spectral patterns were observed, so the dis-

tribution of OPE within PE matrix appeared homogeneous.

Thermal properties of polymer blends describe application

behavior of blends. Increasing OPE decreased the melting point

and melt enthalpy of the blends (Figure 2). The melting temper-

ature decreased from 123 8C for pure PE to 119 8C for 50/50

blend whereas there was no pattern observed for the melt

enthalpy (DHexp). DHexp was in the range of 99 J/g for neat PE

to 111 J/g for 50/50 blends. The melting profile of OPE showed

three consecutive melting transitions in the range of 98–105 8C

indicating presence of low molecular weight fractions in the

commercial OPE samples, and DHexp for OPE was 75 J/g (see

supporting information). In addition, the crystallization temper-

ature, and crystallization enthalpy are also provided in support-

ing information.

The melting profile for neat PE exhibited a peak melting point

of 123 8C. As OPE was added into PE, a small shoulder

appeared in the vicinity of PE’s melting peak. Since this

shoulder was less prominent in neat PE, the immiscible adsorp-

tion of OPE chains containing functional groups onto PE might

be inferred. The small shoulder in PE melting profile indicated

significant short chain branches that crystallize separately from

the backbone of PE. The small separation between two melting

peaks in neat PE was an indication that some chains do co-

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of OPE (a) and PE/OPE blends at various compositions. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 2. Melting temperature and melt enthalpy of the blends. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonline-

library.com.]
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crystallize.13 Some of the OPE chains when blended with PE

acted as diluents whereas the part that did not mix completely

in PE might create the shoulder near the melting peak of PE.

The shoulder increased with increasing OPE concentration in

the blends whereas the melting peak of PE decreased as OPE

concentration increased (supporting information). Due to the

small separation between PE and the shoulder component, it is

reasonable to believe the formation of single endotherm, which

is indication of the miscibility between PE and OPE.31

Furthermore, the percent crystallinity in PE varied significantly

increased with increasing the OPE loading. The percent bulk

crystallinity was calculated by considering the enthalpy of melt-

ing of a 100% crystalline PE (DH8PE) to be 293 J/g32 by the for-

mula crystallinity% 5 DHexp/(DH8PE x uPE) x 100. The

measured bulk crystallinity% was 34, 42, 42, 52, 56, and 76%

(62%) for PE/OPE 100/0, 90/10, 80/20, 70/30, 60/40, and 50/50

blends, respectively. The significant increase in crystallinity also

indicates formation of high modulus materials.

The v-parameter has been evaluated experimentally using melt-

ing point depression following Hoffman-Weeks analysis (Figure

3) and Flory-Huggins theory (Figure 4). The Hoffman-Weeks

equation33 serves as the fundamental method of evaluating the

equilibrium melting temperature (Tm8). The theory assumes that

(1) surface effects in formation of crystals are negligible, (2)

crystals at melting point exhibit equilibrium crystal perfections,

and (3) the crystal thickening is independent of the crystalliza-

tion temperature. The Hoffman-Weeks equation is expressed as:

Tm5Tm
� 12

1

c

� �
1

Tc

c

The observed melting temperature (Tm) was measured after iso-

thermal crystallization at various crystallization temperatures

(Tc). A plot between Tm and Tc gives a line and the point where

the line intersects the Tm 5 Tc line, gives Tm8 for each blend

composition. In the above equation, c is the thickening coeffi-

cient equal to lc/lg* where lc is the thickness of grown crystal

and lg* is the initial thickness of a chain-folded lamellar crys-

tal.33 The Tm8 of neat PE and in blends was determined [Figure

3(a)]. A decrease in Tm8 of PE was observed with increasing OPE

concentration in PE/OPE blends, an indication of the miscibil-

ity.9,34 The Tm8 decreased from 129 8C for pure PE to 124 8C for

the 50/50 blend [Figure 3(b)]. The decrease in Tm8 is caused by

the morphological and thermodynamic effects. In terms of the

thermodynamic effects, OPE acted as a miscible diluent that

decreased the chemical potential of a crystalline polymer, which

in turn decreased Tm8 value.34,35

Thermodynamically, the chemical potential of a crystallizable

polymer decreases with addition of miscible diluents.34 The

decrease in chemical potential leads to reduction in Tm8, which is

caused by the morphological and thermodynamic effects. Consid-

ering only the thermodynamic effects for Tm8 depression, the

Flory-Huggins theory36 modified by Nishi-Wang9 can be used to

determine the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, v as follows:

1

TmðpureÞ� 2
1

TmðblendÞ�

� �
52

R

DH�
V2

V1

ln /2

m2

1
1

m2

2
1

m1

� �
/11v/1

2

� �

Figure 3. Hoffman-Weeks plot of PE/OPE blends (a) and Tm8: T versus OPE concentration (b). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 4. Composition dependence of the Flory-Huggins interaction

parameter, v.
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Here, the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to OPE and PE, respectively.

Tm8(pure) and Tm8(blend) are the equilibrium melting points of neat

PE and that of PE in the blends, respectively. V1 and V2 are the

molar volumes of the repeating units of the components, R is

universal gas constant, DH8 is the heat of fusion of a perfectly

crystallizable polymer, m1 and m2 are the degrees of polymeriza-

tion, / is the volume fraction of the OPE in the blend and v is

the polymer-polymer interaction parameter (Flory-Huggins

interaction parameter).

The DH8 value for PE is 7870 J/mol.37 Molar volumes of PE

and OPE repeat units were calculated by the group contribution

method.38 The calculated molar volume of PE is V1 5 32.2 cm3/

mol. The molar volume of OPE was calculated based on the

structure reported by Durmus et al.25 where OPE structure con-

tained ketonic and carboxylic groups. For calculating the molar

volume, two CH2- groups, one ketonic group (-CO-) and one -

O- group were considered whereas the end carboxylic functional

groups (-COOH) were ignored. Thus, V2 was calculated to be

46.8 cm3/mol. Since both the components are polymers with

large values of m1 and m2, these terms containing “m” can be

neglected. Thus, the simplified version of the Flory-Huggins

theory is:

DH�

R

V1

V2

1

TmðblendÞ� 2
1

TmðpureÞ�

� �
5v/1

2

A plot between the left hand side of the above equation and (1-

/2)2 should give a line with an intercept of zero, whereas the v
can be obtained from the slope of the line. The v obtained,

thus, is a single value, averaged over all the compositions. How-

ever, a critical analysis of above equation by Rostami39 shows

that this v is actually composition dependent (Figure 4). A

highly negative value of v indicated miscibility which decreased

as OPE concentration increased in the blends. Specifically, PE/

OPE 90/10 exhibited v 5 22.3 that jumped to 20.6 for 80/20

composition, and was �0 for 50/50 blend. The composition

dependent v has also been found for polyacrylamide-

Figure 5. Thermal stability of PE/OPE blends. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6. log-log I vs q (a) and Kratky plots of PE/OPE blends (b) at 60 8C and 0% relative humidity with Y-offset, and long period order for blends

(c). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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poly(ethylene glycol) system34 and the blends of poly(ethylene

oxide) with different polymers.40 Moreover, a negative value of

v indicates miscibility38 whereas positive v shows incompatible

blends.

The pure PE showed a high thermal stability, losses 25% weight

at 454 8C, and decomposes completely at 500 8C. However, pure

OPE exhibited low thermal stability, with weight loss starting

around 200 8C, 25% weight loss by 389 8C, and complete decom-

position at 490 8C. The thermal stability of the blend decreased

with the inclusion of OPE (Figure 5). Since miscibility produces

blends with properties in between the two pure components, the

thermal stability of PE/OPE blends was in between that of neat

PE and OPE. Due to the lower thermal stability of OPE, the

blends started losing weight at about 200 8C and limited the

experimental window for the rheological measurements. There-

fore, the TTS master curves were constructed from 130 8C (�10

8C above the melting point) to 180 8C.

In addition, SAXS and WAXS explored the effect of OPE inclu-

sion on PE structure. SAXS measures the shape and size of

polymers between 5 and 25 nm of the repeat distances.41 The

scattering vector (q) probes different structural features at vari-

ous length scales (length scale � 2p/q) in a polymer. Increase in

power law decaying exponent [log(I) � log(q)-a] at lower q

indicates a larger size of scattering objects. A power law decay-

ing exponent of a 5 2.3 for neat PE [Figure 6(a)] indicated the

presence of randomly branched ideal polymer chains in PE.42

Increasing exponent reflect the scattering from the mass fractals

in polymers. A small increase of exponent to a 5 2.4 for 80/20

blend showed a slight increase in mass fractals in blends,

whereas an exponent of a 5 2.8 for 70/30 compositions indi-

cated a transition of morphology from ideal polymer chains to

larger mass fractals.43 A maximum exponent of 2.9 was

observed for 50/50 blend, which showed stabilization of mor-

phology between 30 and 50% OPE concentration.

The Kratky-SAXS profiles (also known as Lorentzian corrected

plots) of the PE/OPE blends showed a maxima in the low q

region [Figure 6(b)]. This maxima is associated with the perio-

dicity resulting from the presence of macro-lattices formed by

the centers of adjacent lamellae.44 The arrangement of molecu-

lar chains in folded, unfolded, or partially unfolded lamellae

can also be obtained from a Kratky profile.45 Here, the long

period, also called as weight-average value of the long period,

Lp, was calculated from the maxima intensity peak in the Kratky

plot. Lp decreased substantially from 180 Å for neat PE to 136

Å for 50/50 blends. The decrease in Lp is also attributed to the

increase in microcrystallinity in the PE/OPE blends as con-

firmed by thermal analysis. This effect is further discussed in

the mechanical properties section.

PE showed two distinctive peaks in the high q-range in WAXS

profile at 1.49 Å21 and 1.64 Å21 (Figure 7). The small domain

size (called d-spacing hereafter) associated with these peaks was

calculated from d 5 2p/q. A d-spacing of 4.2 Å and 3.8 Å for

peaks were calculated. Interestingly, the inclusion of OPE in PE

did not change the d-spacing in blends, and the blends exhib-

ited a constant peak ratio of 1.1 across all compositions. Since,

it was not possible to perform WAXS on OPE because it does

not form a film at its own, the crystal structure of OPE was

Figure 7. WAXS patterns of PE/OPE blends with Y-offset. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.

com.]

Figure 8. Start-up transient rheology of neat PE and PE/OPE blends: Evolution of G0 with time (a), and reduced G0 versus time. Data reported at

T 5 160 8C, c 5 1%, x 5 1 rad/s. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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obtained through X-ray diffraction (XRD) (supporting informa-

tion). The PE/OPE blends exhibited almost similar XRD pat-

terns as were observed in neat OPE or PE (also observed in

WAXS). A nearly constant positions of crystalline peaks, and d-

spacing indicates that the PE and OPE crystals are not different

from each other, and the possibility of co-crystallization of PE

and OPE. Further studies on the co-crystallization behavior of

PE/OPE blends under isothermal and nonisothermal conditions

could identify the nature and type of the formed crystals, but is

outside the scope of this work.

Based on thermal and scattering results discussed above, the

structure of PE and PE/OPE blends can be summarized as fol-

lows. PE consisted of lamellar structure containing the long

period order of �180 Å for neat PE, which reduced to �136 Å

at 50 wt % OPE loading. The substantial decrease in long

period is directly associated with the increase in crystallinity of

PE with OPE addition. The size of crystalline regions within the

crystallites (d-spacing) remained unchanged, which indicates

that OPE chains could be crystallizing with PE to produce simi-

lar crystals. Since, no quantitative argument could be made

about the change in crystal size from WAXS, the increased crys-

tallinity indicates that both amorphous and crystalline fractions

of the long period are affected with OPE addition. This com-

pact structure should exhibit higher modulus and increased

brittleness compared to neat PE, which will be discussed in the

mechanical properties section.

Melt Rheological Analysis

One important factor in designing new polymer blends is under-

standing their processing properties. Melt rheology is one of the

most useful techniques to assess the processing behavior of polymers

in the molten state to mimic the real time processing issues. Herein,

time-dependent rheological properties were measured to under-

stand the blends’ thermal stability under processing conditions and

time-temperature master curves were constructed to observe the

chain dynamics over extended time scales.

The evolution of start-up transient rheological parameters is a

common practice to understand thermal stability of polymers.

Here, the evolution of G0 was monitored with time at 160 8C at

constant frequency and strain. A slight increase in G0 was observed

with time for neat PE [Figure 8(a)]. The 90/10 and 80/20 PE/OPE

blends showed a similar small increase up to�1000 s followed by a

small level of thinning. At higher OPE concentration, the blends

exhibited a stronger thinning starting below 1000 s. The thinning

effect was more pronounced when reduced shear modulus, Gr
0

[where Gr
05G0(t)/G0(t 5 0)] was plotted against time [Figure

8(b)]. Neat PE showed about 20% increase in Gr
0 and the incre-

ment decreased for 90/10 blend followed by pure thixotropy with

increasing OPE concentration in the blends. Thus, OPE acted as a

plasticizer. The critical time (time at which rheological properties

such as G0, G00, and g* drop significantly) decreased with increasing

OPE concentration in blends. The power law exponent was eval-

uated as G0�tb where G0 was considered in the thinning regions

only. The evaluated shear thinning exponent, b, values were

20.18, 20.30, 20.38, 20.55, 20.82, 20.85 for 100/0, 90/10, 80/

20, 70/30, 60/40 and 50/50 blends, respectively. As b increased, the

blends showed a stronger shear thinning behavior. In subsequent

sections, all samples were equilibrated at 180 8C for 2 min followed

by equilibrating for 1 min at a specific temperature before carrying

out any measurement. The experiments were completed within

350 s at all temperatures before the overshoot or shear thinning

exceeded more than 615%.

The plasticization effect of OPE on PE is more evident in Figure

9(a). Significant decrease in complex viscosity was observed

with increasing OPE amount. For example, neat PE showed a

viscosity of 10,000 Pa-s (at 0.01 Hz) that was reduced by more

than one order of magnitude to 700 Pa-s for 50/50 blend.

The zero shear viscosity (g0) of the blends at various tempera-

tures is determined by fitting the complex viscosity data with

Cross model,46 which will be compared next.

gðxÞ5 g0

11 soxð Þ12n
� �

Where, g0 is the zero shear viscosity, s0 is the relaxation time

related to the longest relaxation time and n is the Cross-

exponent. The Cross fitting parameters and fitting profiles are

given in the supporting information.

Figure 9. Complex viscosity profiles of PE/OPE blends at 160 8C. The black solid lines are the Cross model fit (left panel) and zero shear viscosity as a function

of OPE wt % at two different temperatures (right panel). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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The g0 decreased with increasing temperature and increasing

OPE concentration, which was consistent with a plasticization

effect of OPE. The significant viscosity decrease might allow lit-

tle to no change in the processing condition of PE nanocompo-

sites compared to neat PE. Specifically, a substantial amount of

nanofillers are needed to induce percolation within the nonpo-

lar PE matrix.47 At high filler loadings, viscosity increases sev-

eral orders of magnitude and may cause processing issues. The

inclusion of OPE in PE can be used to tune the viscosity of PE

nanocomposites. More importantly, the shear thinning behavior

of PE remains unperturbed by the incorporation of OPE in PE.

The zero shear viscosity, g0 changed with OPE loading in the

blends at two experimental temperatures tested, i.e., 180 8C and

130 8C [Figure 9(b)]. Small increase in g0 values (�70%) with a

50 8C change in temperature from 180 to 130 8C indicated

Figure 10. Master curves for G0 (a), G00 (b) over the reduced frequency. Insets in (a) and (b) show slopes in the terminal regions (at low frequencies)

averaged over all the temperatures (circles 180 8C, upper triangles 160 8C, lower triangles 140 8C, and squares 130 8C). [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 11. Mechanical properties of PE/OPE blends: (a) Stress2Strain behavior, (b) Young’s modulus, (c) yield and break stress, and (d) yield and break

strains. Arrows in stress2strain data indicate the break points. The inset in (a) shows stress2strain data on a linear scale. [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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temperature insensitivity of the blends within the accessible

temperature range. A linear relationship between log-g0 and

OPE wt % [Figure 9(b)] also showed the melt miscibility of

OPE in PE.11,12,48,49

It is worth mentioning that the morphology of miscible blends

is also considered as a function of viscosity ratio and capillary

number.50 Since, the viscosity of OPE at 145 8C (�0.02 Pa-s,

from Arrhenius relation), the viscosity ratio (p 5 gd/gm, where

gd is the viscosity of dispersed phase, and gm is the viscosity of

matrix) becomes extremely low (p � 2 3 1026). At such low

viscosity ratios (p � 1), the droplet diameter essentially

remains unchanged, and will have no effect on the blend mor-

phology and droplet break-up processes.50–52 In addition, very

low p has been shown to require a longer mixing time (�30–60

min) to form a consolidated polymer morphology.53 However,

above 60 min, miscible blends of any low viscosity ratio (p �
1026) should produce a stable morphology, which also applies

in this study (mixing time � 120 min).

Time-temperature superposition (TTS) provided master curves

for G0, G00 for the linear viscoelastic response of the nanocompo-

sites [Figure 10(a–c)]. The validity of TTS was tested by plotting

dynamic moduli according to Han’s proposed method,54 which

showed only minor fluctuations in the master curves of the

blends. The Han’s plot and individual G0 � ƒ master curves are

provided in the supporting information. Due to the limitations

of experimentally accessible temperatures and temperature insen-

sitivity of blends, the TTS could not be extrapolated over more

than 200 s21 frequency. Therefore, the viscoelastic data had been

shifted horizontally only. The calculated horizontal shift factor,

aT from the best fit was also plotted versus temperature, and is

provided in the supporting information.

No G0, G00 plateau was observed within the experimental range. In

the low frequency region, G0 and G00 were expected to show Max-

well behavior (G0 � ƒ2, G00 � ƒ1). However, neat PE exhibited an

un-relaxed behavior at low frequencies (G0 � ƒ1.1), which was

observed in similar high molecular weight PE melts.27,55 The low

Figure 12. SEM micro-images of PE/OPE blends.
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frequency slope increased from G0 � ƒ1.1 for neat PE to G0 � ƒ1.7

for 50/50 blend, which approached the relaxed Maxwell behavior

attributed to the plasticization effect of OPE. Similarly, at low fre-

quencies, neat PE exhibited G00 � ƒ0.8 behavior which increased

to G00 � ƒ1 for 50/50 blends, which was an indication of forma-

tion of the relaxed chains compare to the neat PE. Furthermore,

the formation of relaxed polymer chains with increasing OPE

concentration was more evident in the master curves of d over

the reduced frequencies (see supporting information). The delta

values increased as OPE concentration increased, approaching

d � 908 for the completely relaxed chains.

In the high frequency regions, PE showed G0 � ƒ0.5, G00 � ƒ0.3

behavior that changes to G0 � ƒ0.8, G00 � ƒ0.7 for the 50/50

blend. In the glassy (high frequency) region, PE showed a Rouse

longest relaxation time with a general expression G0 � ƒ0.5.56

Thus, slopes near 0.5 for G0 in the high frequency region indi-

cated Rouse dynamics. Increase in high frequency slope, further

indicated that the chains did not respond as glassy chains in

high frequency region, which confirms the existence of rubbery

chains in that region.

Mechanical Properties

Another important factor that determines the practical applica-

tions of new polymeric materials is their mechanical performance.

Among mechanical properties, tensile properties are considered

more important in the initial design of new polymers. The inclu-

sion of OPE reduced the strain at break for the blends [Figure

11(a)]. In agreement with SAXS (Figure 6), the decrease in blends’

Lp led to the formation of high Young’s modulus materials. The

fraction of OPE that decreased the melting point (see thermal

analysis discussion earlier) also induced plasticization. The plasti-

cization effect of OPE was quantified by a decrease in Young’s

modulus from 1.6 MPa for neat PE to 0.94 MPa for 90/10 blends.

Further inclusion of OPE chains increased the Young modulus

from 0.94 MPa for 90/10 blend to 2.0 for 50/50 blend (�210%

increase), which is a direct evidence of the reduced blend elasticity

[Figure 11(b)] in agreement with the decreased long period spac-

ing (Figure 6). The change in Lp is also known to influence the

elongation at break and yielding strain. A direct consequence of

the decreased Lp also resulted in decreasing the elongation at break

from 21.5 for PE to 0.18 for 50/50 blends [Figure 11(d)].57,58 The

yield stress [Figure 11(c)] increased from 12 MPa for PE to 16

MPa for 60/40 blends (�74% increase) whereas the yield strain

decreased �90% for 60/40 blends [Figure 11(d)]. In conclusion,

OPE in PE decreased the elongation to break for the blends and

increased the Young’s modulus, consistent with the findings from

scattering and thermal analysis.

SEM Morphology

The cryo-fractured surface morphology of neat PE shows a smooth

surface upon fracture, which is expected for PE59 [Figure 12(a)].

When OPE is added into PE and the sample is fractured, some

fibrous structures appear to be pulled out from the fractured surfa-

ces [Figure 12(b)]. Denser fibers are observed for 80/20 [see Figure

12(c)] and 60/40 [Figure 12(e)]. However, 70/30 composition

shows a distinct morphology, i.e., more abundant fibrous elements

[Figure 12(d)]. At this time, we do not have a specific explanation

for this behavior, but the unique morphology might account for

the higher elongation in the 70/30 blend compared with 90/10 or

80/20 blends. However, the scattering results also indicate this pecu-

liar behavior with 70/30 composition. On the other hand, the 60/40

blends show smooth surface, which is consistent with the reduced

viscosity. The 50/50 blend represents a similar surface to the 60/40

blend, but due to the even lower viscosity of that composition,

some larger fibers appear after cryo-fracturing.

CONCLUSIONS

A new type of PE/OPE blends has been prepared and the mol-

ten and solid state properties of the blends are evaluated at dif-

ferent OPE content. All blends exhibited a negative Flory-

Huggins interaction parameter indicating miscibility between

PE and OPE that decrease with increasing OPE loading.

Increasing OPE concentration in the PE/OPE blends from 0 to

50 wt % decreases the melt temperature from 123 8C to 119 8C

and also reduces the thermal stability. The SAXS analysis

revealed that the OPE resides inside PE lamellae, and the lamel-

lar thickness decreases with increasing OPE inclusion, leading

to increased brittleness that is also confirmed by the increase in

modulus and decrease in the strain at break.

Time-temperature superposition master curves showed the for-

mation of relaxed polymer chains with increasing OPE loading

and the blends exhibited positive deviation from the Rouse

dynamics at higher frequencies. Moreover, incorporation of

OPE reduced the zero shear viscosity of the blends suggesting

that OPE can also be incorporated as a processing aid. The frac-

tured surface morphology revealed interesting results exhibiting

smooth surface of blends with increasing OPE loadings, which

is in agreement with the viscosity reduction in blends. In addi-

tion, this type of blends with controlled viscosity can also be

used to create PE nanocomposites with high filler loadings and

can still be processed on neat PE processing conditions. This

topic will be the subject of a future manuscript.
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